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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome 
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.


Step 1

First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome 
works best


Step 2

Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a 
default page like the one below


Step 3

Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section 
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the 
flappy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by 
step


Step 4

Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it 
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the 
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake


Step 5

Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens 
when you change something, learn by doing


Step 6

Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one


Step 7

When you move onto section 2 making the flappy bird game then it is a 
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save 
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything. 
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you 


Quick Start
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http://editor.p5js.org


When you first open up the web page in the browser you get a default 
page like this
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Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play 
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most. 
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are 
not sure then leave everything to the default settings. 





Looking at the buttons
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In part 2 you will cover a range of topics including arrays and oscillations. 
The use of arrays is a fundamental aspect of coding. They are a way of 
storing data than can be easily accessed and manipulated. Also in book 2 
you will cover 3D shapes which allows you create in a 3D environment.


Introduction
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Unit #6 Oscillate


Introduction


Adding an acceleration to movement can provide another dimension. In this 
section will look at angles with cosine (cos) and sine (sin). This is a little bit 
of maths. The sine of an angle in a right handed triangle is the length of 
the opposite side divide by the hypotenuse.


sine(angle)     = opposite/hypotenuse

cosine(angle) = adjacent/hypotenuse
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Gently rotating a baton at a constant velocity


Basics 2.6.1 simple baton

let angle = 0

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  rectMode(CENTER)

  translate(width/2, height/2)

  rotate(angle)

  line(-100, 0, 100, 0)

  circle(100, 0, 50)

  circle(-100, 0, 50)

  angle = angle + 0.05

}
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Notes
The baton rotates at a constant speed (velocity). The speed is 0.05 which 
the change in angle on each iteration.  

Challenge
Change the velocity
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A spinning baton



Accelerating the baton


Basics 2.6.2 accelerating baton

let angle = 0

let velocity = 0

let acceleration = 0.0001

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  rectMode(CENTER)

  translate(width/2, height/2)

  rotate(angle)

  line(-100, 0, 100, 0)

  circle(100, 0, 50)

  circle(-100, 0, 50)

  angle += velocity

  velocity += acceleration

}

Notes
The baton gets faster and faster. Velocity is the rate of change of 
position. Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity

Challenge
Change the initial velocity and change the acceleration
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The velocity is linked to the position of the mouse cursor on the canvas


Basics 2.6.3 accelerating mouse

let angle = 0.0

let velocity = 0.0

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  velocity = map(mouseX, 0, width, -0.3, 0.3)

  angle += velocity

  rectMode(CENTER)

  translate(width/2, height/2)

  rotate(angle)

  line(-100, 0, 100, 0)

  circle(100, 0, 50)

  circle(-100, 0, 50)

}

Notes
Move the mouse from left to right and back again. A means of controlling 
the acceleration

Challenge
Change the map values
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This to make a much smoother movement based on sine and cosine


Basics 2.6.4 sine and cosine

let diameter = 100

let angle = 0

let velocity = 0.05

let x

let y

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  circle(width/2, height/2, 200)

  translate(width/2, height/2)

  x = diameter*cos(angle)

  y = diameter*sin(angle)

  circle(x, y, 50)

  angle += velocity

}
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Notes
The angle here is measured in radians, this is the default. Using cosine 
and sine to control movement. Gives a much smoother movement.

——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Challenge
Try more than one ball, make it move at a different speed. Swap and play 
around with cos() and sin(), see what happens
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Orbit 



Increasing the angular velocity


Basics 2.6.5 rotation accelerating

let diameter = 100

let angle = 0

let velocity = 0.05

let acceleration = 0.0001

let x

let y

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  circle(width/2, height/2, 200)

  translate(width/2, height/2)

  x = diameter*cos(angle)

  y = diameter*sin(angle)

  circle(x, y, 50)

  angle += velocity

  velocity += acceleration

}

Notes
In this we simple accelerate the baton by increasing the velocity 
incrementally

Challenge
Have more than one ball circling perhaps in a different direction
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Oscillating circle about the centre


Basics 2.6.6 oscillating

let amplitude = 150

let angle = 0.0

let x

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  translate(width/2, height/2)

  x = amplitude*sin(angle)

  line(0, 0, x, 0)

  circle(x, 0, 50)

  angle += 0.05

}
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Notes
Moving from side to side with a sine wave motion. 

Challenge
Add a y component to the line and circle
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Oscillating backwards and 
forwards



This describes the path of an ellipse


Basics 2.6.7 scribing an ellipse

let amplitudeX = 180

let amplitudeY = 100

let angle = 0.0

let x

let y

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  translate(width/2, height/2)

  x = amplitudeX*sin(angle)

  y = amplitudeY*cos(angle)  

  line(0, 0, x, y)

  circle(x, y, 50)

  angle += 0.05

}

Notes
Now it moves in an ellipse with separate amplitude magnitudes for the x 
and y direction 

Challenge
Draw an ellipse that marks out the path of the circle
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